We study numerically the phase diagram of a phase field crystal model for adsorbed layers. This model, introduced recently, is a continuous field crystal lattice in presence of an external pinning potential. The model allows for both elastic and plastic deformations of the layer on atomic and diffusive time scales. Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine the phase diagram as a function of temperature, lattice mismatch and substrate pinning potential. The results show a rich phase diagram with commensurate, incommensurate and liquid-like phases with a topology strongly dependent on the type of ordered structure.
INTRODUCTION
Many adsorbed systems on crystal surfaces form different ordered structures at low temperature which may be unstable against thermal fluctuations and lattice mismatch [1] . Strained epitaxial layers and commensurate layers on semiconductors [2] and metal surfaces [1, 3] are of particular current interest. In numerical simulations, pure elastic models or atomistic models are often employed [1] . However, there are important limitations in these approaches. In the former, plastic deformations such as dislocations are not taken into account and in the latter, the accessible time scale is very limited.
In this work, we consider the effects of thermal fluctuations and lattice mismatch in a phase field crystal model for adsorbed layers introduced recently [4] . The model describes the adsorbed layer as a continuous number density field with an external pinning potential. In the absence of pinning it reduces to the phase field crystal (PFC) model [5, 6, 7] which has been used to model elastic and plastic deformations in crystalline materials on atomic and diffusive time scales. We use Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to determine the phase diagram as a function of temperature, lattice mismatch and substrate pinning potential.
MODEL AND SIMULATION
The free-energy of the PFC model for an adsorbed monolayer [4] can be written as
where ψ(x, y) is a continuous field representing the number density of the adsorbed layer and V (x, y) represents the pinning potential due to the substrate. The overall constant F o sets the energy scale. Here we have introduced an additional linear term containing a chemical potential μ, which controls the variations of the field ψ(x, y). This removes the conservation constraint on ψ(x, y) in the original PFC model [5, 6] and allows the use of a MC algorithm with nonconserved dynamics, which is more efficient for equilibrium simulations. We consider a pinning potential V (x, y) with a square symmetry which can represent, for example, an adsorbed layer on the (100) face of an fcc crystal [1] , given by
where k s = 2π/a s is the pinning potential wave vector. We define the lattice misfit between adsorbed layer and substrate as δ m = k a − k s , where k a is the wave vector of the hexagonal periodic pattern of ψ(x, y), in the absence of the pinning potential, corresponding to a free adsorbed layer. Thus, for δ m > 0, the layer is under tensile strain while for δ m < 0 it is under compression. In the previous work [4] , only δ m ≥ 0 was considered.
To go beyond mean field theory and take thermal fluctuations into account, we can consider the free energy F of the PFC model defined above as a coarse grained effective Hamiltonian H [ψ]. The parameter r in H is taken to be a constant for the region below the mean field transition temperature T m in the absence of the pinning potential. The partition function is then given by Z = ψ e −H [ψ]/k B T where the sum is over all configurations of ψ(x, y). Other thermodynamic averages are defined in the same manner. Using this approach, we have investigated the ordered structure and phase transitions of an adsorbed layer. The averages over ψ(x, y) are performed using MC simulations with a standard Metropolis algorithm. At each site of the discretized space we attempt to change ψ(x, y) by an small amount dψ with probability min(1, e −d H/k B T ), where d H is the resulting change in the energy. Simulations were performed using typically 4 × 10 5 MC steps per site for equilibration and equal number of steps for thermal averages in systems with grid size 128 × 128 and discretization d x = π/4. The parameters r = −1/4 and μ = −0.1875 were chosen to correspond to the crystalline region in the original PFC model without pinning [5, 6] . Temperature is measured in units of d x 2 /(2k B F o ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The type of structure in the ground state was obtained by standard MC simulated annealing. The adsorbate positions are identified as the maxima in ψ(x, y). Depending on the strength of the pinning potential and the misfit parameter δ m , three simple ordered structures were obtained as shown in Figure 1 : a (1×1) commensurate (C) phase, where the adsorbate lattice coincides with the pinning potential minima; a centered (2×2) commensurate phase (denoted as c(2×2)), where the adsorbates form a superstructure with lattice spacing twice the pinning potential spacing and an incommensurate (IC) phase, where the layer forms an hexagonal lattice or contains a structure of domain walls.
The phase diagrams near the C phases (1×1) and c(2×2) were obtained by monitoring the behavior of the structure factor and specific heat as a function of temperature and lattice misfit. The structure factor was calculated as S(k) = ψ(k)ψ(−k) /N , where ψ(k) is the Fourier transform of ψ(x, y) and N is number of grid points. The angular brackets denote thermal average. Figure 2 shows the behavior of the structure factor peak S(k o ) and specific heat for increasing temperatures for the C phases (1×1) and c(2×2), where k o denotes the corresponding wave vectors. For the (1×1) phase, S(k o ) decreases and broadens but does not disappear at the highest temperature where a liquid-like phase is expected. Also, there is no peak in the speci-fic heat. This indicates that the (1×1) phase does not melt into a liquid-like phase via a phase transition. Instead, there is a smooth crossover from a low temperature highly ordered phase to a high temperature phase where the pinning potential still induces some order in the adsorbed layer. This behavior is expected on theoretical grounds [1, 8] since in this case the pinning potential has the same symmetry as the adsorbed layer and acts as a constant external field on the displacement order parameter.
On the other hand, for the IC phase and the c(2×2) C phase, S(k o ) drops sharply near the temperature where there is a peak in the specific heat and should correspond to the melting of the structure into a liquid-like phase. There are also C-IC transitions from the c(2×2) to IC phases and from c(2×2) to (1×1) phases which can be identified by the change in the peak patterns in the structure factor [4] . The approximate phase diagrams obtained near the (1×1) and c(2×2) C phases as a function of misfit and temperature are shown in Figure 3 . A striking feature of the phase diagram is its topology, which is strongly dependent on the type of C phase. This agrees with theoretical predictions from simplified models [1, 8] .
In summary, we have studied the phase diagram of an adsorbed monolayer by MC simulations of the PFC model with external pinning introduced recently [4] . We have considered the effects of thermal fluctuations and melting in the C-IC transition near the (1×1) C phase and also at the additional c(2×2) C phase. The model and MC methods employed here [9] can be used to study more specific adsorbed systems by adjusting the parameters of the model to match the experimental structure factor of the layer [5, 6] and choosing a suitable pinning potential. 
